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The Year in Brief
This was a year of several trial projects to find out the best way for us to
progress into the future, as well as developing our groups into more creative,
supportive and fun places for vulnerable older people to be. In 2016/17 we:







ran 15 different arts projects and each group took part in at least 6 of them
increased the number of volunteers supporting each group to at least three
completed our Community Connections project
launched our new website and films
recruited a trial Wellbeing Coordinator to cover three areas
raised a record £15,432 from local fundraising and donations
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What Arts Together is
“You're perfect just the way you are. It’s a brilliant charity and should be
available to other places – people don't realise that loneliness is a killer.”
Arts Together believes that older people should and can be enabled to live fulfilling
lives, and that providing only for basic needs is not enough to make life
worthwhile. We recognise that frail and disabled older people with high support
needs have talents, skills and a desire to learn new things and are capable of
taking on active roles if enabled to do so.
Arts Together offers highly tailored services to members of our creative social
groups. We improve the health and wellbeing of frail isolated older people with
complex physical and mental health needs and counteract the damaging effects of
isolation and long periods of extreme loneliness. And we bring a great deal of
enjoyment and laughter.
We enable our group members to:




take part in creative arts projects with professional artists
share experiences and make new friends
live richer and more fulfilling lives

Arts Together delivers a variety of professional arts projects which provide the
stimulation, interest, social contact and fun that members’ lives otherwise lack. We
reduce isolation, build self-confidence and self-esteem, increase choice, improve
quality of life and promote independence.
We run six groups, in Devizes, Pewsey, Marlborough, Bradford on Avon,
Trowbridge and Corsham. Each group is supported by at least 3 trained volunteers
and a paid carer and has 12 members, a total of 72 members overall. They meet
for 30 sessions a year. Because of their age and frailty members die or move away
so vacancies arise which means we actually help around 80 individuals each year.
Around 15 members have family carers who benefit from knowing that their
relatives are safe and enjoying their time away from home.
The groups start the sessions with tea, coffee and biscuits and end with a freshly
cooked lunch shared by members, artists, volunteers and visitors. For many this
lunch is the only meal eaten in company each week but unlike lunch clubs, our
group members have a shared activity to discuss as well as the opportunity to
contribute news, banter and lots of laughter. Our volunteers and artists live locally
and sharing news and local knowledge helps members connect with their
communities again.
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“It is important to have lunch together as it represents a kind of union.”
As members’ confidence returns, their resilience and their capacity to deal with
issues in everyday life is restored. They become better able to live independently in
the community for as long as possible.
Arts Together has always been an organisation where members, organisers, artists
and volunteers work closely together and are mutually supportive. We each
contribute our stories, dreams, challenges and triumphs. We share and benefit
from each other’s skills, experience and above all humour. Arts Together is not
‘them and us’- it’s us together.
“Arts Together is a lifeline. Without it I would be a vegetable”

“It’s fun. It brings lonely people together and
makes us believe we can do more than we think.”

Why Arts Together is needed
Our members are aged between 60 and 99. They live with one or more conditions
such as dementia, learning disabilities, Parkinson’s, severe sight or hearing loss or
mental ill health which mean many are dependent on others for their daily needs.
Most are unable to go out unassisted and this is their only social outing each week.
They often lack friends and mental stimulation.
‘Over a million people in the UK aged over 65 now experience chronic loneliness.
This figure will only rise as our population ages.
Chronic loneliness is as bad for our health as smoking 15 cigarettes a day and as
damaging as obesity and physical inactivity. It is linked with depression, dementia
and high blood pressure alongside a number of other conditions. Loneliness
impacts on our struggling health and social care system, with evidence showing
that those living with loneliness are far more likely to visit their local doctor or
A&E. New research shows the health cost alone of loneliness is equivalent to some
£12,000 per person over 15 years.’
The Guardian 4th Oct 2016
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Research collated by The Campaign to End Loneliness shows that loneliness often
leads to depression, increased confusion, loss of confidence, increased risk of falls
and a lower life expectancy in the elderly.
Statistics from the Wiltshire Council Accommodation Development Strategy predict
that people aged 65+ will form 26% of the population by 2020. They also predict
that cases of dementia will rise by 59% by 2025 – faster than the national average
The 2016 Foundation for Social Improvement (FSI) report points out that small
charities represent 97% of the charity sector in the UK. In many ways, it is the small
charity sector, like Arts Together, which is responding to these growing needs.

The groups and what they achieved
“Being able to try my luck in producing whatever we are doing, makes me
realise there is a deeply hidden 'talent' in me.”
Arts Together offers a varied, balanced and often challenging arts programme. Our
sessions are not what many people expect from ‘the arts’ or from services for frail
people with complex needs. All our activities are designed to enrich participants’
lives, stimulate their minds and restore their confidence and self-esteem. The
atmosphere in a group can change from raucous laughter and jokes to the utter
silence of intense concentration.
Professional artists run projects with the groups, usually lasting 5 weeks, so that
each group will have taken part in at least 6 very different arts projects each year.
In total we run 180 arts sessions a year.
“You’re not just being kept busy here”
Some projects will build on ideas and skills learnt in previous projects and others
will present entirely new interests and challenges such as work with stained glass.
“We learn something new every session”.
Projects are designed so that they are do-able by everyone. For example artists will
adapt tools or techniques for numb or painful fingers, find ways to communicate
with profoundly deaf or sight-impaired members or strategies to cope with failing
memory or learning difficulties.
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A growing body of research demonstrates the valuable effects of the arts
particularly for the most vulnerable. Last year organisations such as the Baring
Foundation, Arts Council, Campaign to End Loneliness, Royal Society for Public
Health and NICE all reviewed research which showed that the arts can bring life
changing benefits. Arts Together knows this.
“Using your hands makes you feel more at peace”
Last year we delivered a varied programme of 15 projects:
Canal boat art

Silk painting

Aboriginal art

Picasso clay masks

Stained glass rondels

Mondrian to music

Pin hole theatres

Puppets, scenery and script

Mexican birds

Oriental fans

Matisse paper cut outs

Drawing books

Giacometti figures

Frida Kahlo self-portraits

Sculpture from scrap

Some projects continued from the previous year, some were entirely new. All the
projects involved new skills and knowledge, stretching imaginations and abilities
and often gave unexpected results.
Our members are delighted with their achievements:
“Wonderful people. Introduction to Arts that I hadn't even thought of trying”
“The way Art is planned is just right. It allows us freedom to choose how to
give our own expression.”
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Friends of

Arts & Health
South West
Award 2016

Savernake
Hospital
presentation

Arts Together was the only Wiltshire
organisation to be shortlisted for this and
in June we attended an event at the
Arnolfini in Bristol to receive our award of
Highly Commended.

In May our Marlborough volunteer
Julia McNeill, collected a cheque from
the Friends of Savernake Hospital on
behalf of Arts Together

Pewsey Parish Council commended us for 'services to the community'.

And what our members said
This year we used a different evaluation method. Instead of focus groups we
distributed short feedback sheets for members, volunteers and artists to complete
themselves, or to get help completing. We knew that although the focus groups
encouraged some interesting conversations and reminded members of issues and
interests, the less vocal or confident members tended to get left out or sidetracked despite our best efforts. To our delight (and I admit surprise) the forms
worked very well. It gave most members a chance to think and fill it in at their
leisure. However, as expected, for some it was not the best method of gaining
feedback and in the future we aim to devise a method that combines both
approaches.

We have found no other organisation for our target group in Wiltshire offering a
similar mix of high quality arts projects and essential support. We know our
approach works. When consulted in November members reported benefits
including more stimulated minds, improved mood, reduced pain and increased
confidence. Generally they felt better able to socialise, make new friends and cope
with challenges in everyday life. More than half told us they start creative activities
at home and build friendships that extend beyond the group
7

‘Has Arts Together made a difference to you?’
“Makes life worth living. I've made
friends.”

“Keeps your mind working. It's good to
get together. I love you all”.

“A big yes. I love all art. I feel the other
people are friendly and chatty. Also
they have fun and talk about all topics.
It’s the only thing in my week that I
enjoy and relax.”

“Arts Together has given me more
confidence in myself to try doing
different things and gives me so much
pleasure. Can hardly wait for Mondays to
come round”

“Arts Together has definitely helped to
lift my low mood.”

“Yes very much so. It gives me something
to look forward to every week.”

“Yes it has. It has brought me out of my “Yes and in many ways over the years,14
shell. It has made a big difference to
-15 years, it allows me to be myself and
my life”
relaxes me.”
“Definitely. I have so much more
confidence.”

“It has given me great pleasure and good
company for over five years.”

“It stops me being obsessive. The
atmosphere is lovely, all very friendly.
It’s the only time I feel relaxed.”

“Yes, I look forward to Fridays. It is
helping my depression. I hope I can
always come”.

“Arts Together is very good. It helps me
to relax and I like meeting everyone. I
love to get out of the house”

“It has made me lots of new friends. I was
very lonely before I started”
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“I moved here just over two years ago,
not knowing a soul. Arts Together has
been the best thing; it has given me
wonderful friends, fulfilling new
hobbies. It is the most fantastic day of
the week. Thank you.”

“Being in a group of different people who
are really nice and friendly, praising each
other’s work. Each new term there is so
much anticipation of what new project we
will be doing. Love you all”

“It's a beautiful time with people with
the same sense of the world, so the
conversation is more relevant to me.
Arts Together is more open to accept
difference”

“Absolutely – I was very depressed.
Suddenly my creative side is woken up I
am showing an interest with the world
again. Thank you”

“More positive outlook on life, I had
started periods of depression.”

“Getting together and having such good
teachers – using my brain with my arts.”

“This is a unique club. We are fortunate
to have qualified artists to work with us
and we make beautiful things. I love to
come each week and mix with the
others. It is so created that it lifts my
depression.”

“The companionship and togetherness of
meeting friends each week means a lot to
me. Being able to share new experiences
and different artistic pursuits is fun. I
miss it badly when we break up for the
holidays”

“I love coming here and I have learnt so
much.”

“It makes me relax. Meeting people.
Enjoying making lots of different things”

“What a life changing thing Arts
Together is to lonely elderly people.”

“Thank you all at Arts Together for happy
times. Long may Arts Together continue”

“It gives you a reason to carry on, something to help you have companions – feel
part of a team – being made welcome – and involving each of us in a creative
venture gives a feeling of wellbeing like having a family”.
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The Machinery – all the background stuff that makes Arts
Together work
“The staff are wonderful and supportive and great in encouraging us to be
part of Arts Together.”

The Team
Arts Together has 17 years’ experience of delivering high quality services, listening
to members and other stakeholders and adapting to changing local challenges.
We have four Trustees: a group
member; a group volunteer and an
independent artist who have all been
involved with Arts Together since its
start in 2000, and our chair, a
business advisor. They are actively
involved in Arts Together, visiting
groups, helping with fundraising and
overseeing our development plan.
They have also been reviewing old
policies and devising new ones as the
need arises.
Trustees meet at least 4 times a year. Meetings are always an event, complete with
cake, lunch and a lot of coffee. Our Chair was selected for her ability to herd cats.
There were 3 contracted part-time workers: the Manager; the Finance and
Communications Officer and the Admin Assistant. Our Admin assistant had to
leave us in 2016 due to a new full time job, but we gained Sharon Tuttle, formerly
of the Arnolfini in Bristol, and were very glad to welcome her.
This year we had two extra part time workers for the two trial projects, Community
Connections and Wellbeing Support. We also had 47 volunteers who worked
directly with members in the groups or had roles including local community
fundraising and promotion.
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Volunteers
“The volunteers are marvellous.”
Volunteers are the backbone of Arts
Together, the heart and lungs of
each group. They support the group
members and artists and liaise with
the manager and other volunteers.
They:



















arrive early after shopping for
lunch ingredients
help set up furniture
prepare refreshments
welcome members and sort
coats, wheelchairs and walkers
serve refreshments
assist members to their places at
the work tables
assist with projects, the
equipment and materials,
support and encourage group
members following the artist’s
guidance,
collect and bank donations,
record attendance
complete and forward data
protection forms
follow Arts Together procedures
for incidents, vulnerable adults,
etc,
serve and clear away lunch
discuss and decide future lunch
menus with members
make sure all members have left
at the end of session after
sorting coats, wheelchairs and
walkers
clear up and
send a report to the Manager

They are experts at welcoming new
people, or those who are uncertain
or depressed, and manage to make
each session enjoyable for everyone.
They know the group members
probably better than anyone and are
often the first to notice emerging
issues. And they come back again
the following week, 30 times a year.
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We held two ‘tea parties’ in November for volunteers across all the groups to meet
each other and to discuss various issues that affect the running of their groups.

Volunteers undertook or updated their Food Hygiene level II training and most,
plus some artists, attended a Stroke Awareness Workshop. All volunteers were also
updated with information on various conditions that our members live with, in
particular: anxiety and depression, Arthritis, Dementia, Diabetes, Epilepsy,
Parkinson’s and sight loss.
“The staff and volunteers are so caring – to help us participate in our
projects and making sure we have a meal – and willing to listen to any fears
and worries we have – they are all fantastic”
We now have at least three volunteers per group to cope with the needs of our
increasingly frail members and to allow for absences. There must be at least two
volunteers present at each group at any time but this doesn’t always work out. We
are ever grateful to those people who are willing and able to stand in when
volunteers are away.
There has been some movement of volunteers this year as people gained new jobs
or moved out of the area. We bade farewell to 7 volunteers, with many thanks for
all their hard work and enthusiasm and all our best wishes for the future.
We have been lucky to recruit 11 wonderful new people to our team and one
returned to us after a break. As well as our 21 group volunteers around 26 more
volunteers help out with fundraising and promotion on an occasional basis.

Artists
We carefully select our team of artists.
Not only do they need to have excellent
creative abilities and experience, they
also need a particular set of skills which
allows them to ‘read’ group members
and adapt projects and techniques to
suit the very varied challenges they live
with. They also need a very good sense
of humour and ability to keep calm and
carry on regardless.
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Our current team of eleven artists
include a ceramicist, mosaicist,
illustrator, writer, sculptor, painters,
resin worker and paper maker. Most
have a wide range of skills and are very
adaptable.
Annie Mulholland joined us this year
bringing her considerable experience in
Stained Glass and Hannah Carding took
maternity leave at the end of the year.
Much of the work they do for us is
hidden. The sessions themselves are
only a part of it. The planning, buying
materials, preparation, re-planning,
finishing off and sometimes delivering
finished articles back to the group takes
far longer than the sessions themselves.
They also take part in our training
events and updates. We greatly value,
and admire, all our artists.

Referral routes and how members find us
Finding people who are isolated and alone has been challenging for some years.
We still get referrals from Adult Care and Mental Health teams but increasingly
from a variety of agency workers and from relatives, neighbours and older people
themselves. Our local promotion events help to spread the word about our service.
As long as someone still has enough confidence to pick up a phone we can
reassure them, provide a companion for their first visit and make sure that all the
support they need is in place. However, those who have lost all confidence need
someone they know, a relative, friend, support worker, who can hold their hand
through the first steps. The growth of Care Coordinators has been a great help in
this respect as they meet people through GP surgeries and can take time to
reassure people and eventually get them through our door. However, we are very
aware of a reservoir of very isolated older people especially in rural areas who we
have yet to find.
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Wellbeing support
Generally members are withdrawn and fearful when they first join after long
periods of being alone. We provide the essential encouragement and practical
support that frail people need to be able to attend and take part, and continue
attending despite setbacks. This includes arranging a companion for their first
visit, supervised door to door transport, comfortable accessible venues, and paid
carers who attend to personal needs. Because services for our target group are
patchy or non-existent in rural Wiltshire some members travel long distances to get
to their groups.

We contract only professional artists who are experts in their field and volunteers
who share their interest in working with, and respect and admiration for, older
people. We train artists and volunteers to enable members to discover their
creativity whatever their physical or mental limitations.
Wiltshire Council strategies for older people aim to reduce the use of care homes
and support people in their own homes for as long as possible. Compared with
when we started in 2000 more people remain in the community to a greater age.
This means that our members are generally older than when we started and have
more complex needs.
In 2000 all our members were referred by Adult Care Teams and all had a social
worker or professional support. If we were concerned about a member we would
call on their key worker to intervene. This no longer applies and very few of our
members have any kind of professional support. We operate in six different towns
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and their surrounding rural areas. Now that many services are carried out by a
variety of different health and care agencies and charities we have to maintain
relationships with around 35 organisations to ensure that members’ needs are
met, which is very time-consuming.
We realised about 6 years ago that members would stop attending if they
deteriorated physically or mentally or after a crisis such as hospitalisation or a
burglary which sapped their confidence. Often they would not return.
In 2012/13 we implemented a pilot Wellbeing Support service whereby the
Manager would follow up such cases and help members access health or welfare
support if they needed it. Or she would simply stay in touch, encouraging them to
return when they felt able. As a result there were 120 such interventions over 3
groups in the first year.
In 2016/17 with 6 groups there were over 350 such interventions and no member
left because they lacked essential support.
The wellbeing role has become a vital element of our success at enabling very
vulnerable people to continue benefiting from attending their Arts Together group
and remain living safely in the community for as long as possible.
We have dealt with a wide variety of emerging needs among our members. Some
examples are:








A member was found by her volunteer driver to have collapsed inside her front
door. He alerted the Manager who contacted her nearest relative and then
followed our member’s progress through hospital to care home and her return
to the group over a year later.
Group volunteers became concerned about a member's unsteady gait. The
Manager contacted her son who arranged medical care
A member told the Manager that her life was under threat from her mentally ill
grandson. The Manager involved the Safeguarding Team who intervened
immediately
A group member suffers from depression and the manager and volunteers keep
in touch with him particularly when he is sick or has problems. Recently we
arranged his attendance at and transport to a weekly Railway Enthusiasts
Society, which he loves.
The Manager was contacted by a very distressed member who had been moved
into a care home against her will. The Manager contacted various agencies who
investigated and assisted the member to return to her home with a suitable care
package in place.
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Fundraising and promotion
Arts Together has an ongoing programme to develop links to local communities,
local organisations and charities, and to raise extra funds. Much was done this year
through the Community Connection and Awards 4 All projects (see development
plan) but we also embarked on the London Marathon, or rather our volunteer
runner did.
Neil Towers volunteered to run for us in the London Marathon in April 2017.
As we ended the year Neil was looking
good to complete the course and exceed
his fundraising target. He organised a
fundraising music evening in a pub as
well as other fundraising ventures which
not only brought in the donations but
also promoted Arts Together. We are all
extremely grateful to Neil for, and
impressed with, all his efforts,
particularly the regular runs up White
Horse Hill
A Pot Sale at Bath College raised over £300. Our thanks go to Bath College for
support in kind and allowing our trustee Julia Warin to do this. Many thanks to Sally
Sharpe and Joe Wooltorton for their support and help with preparation, firing and
selling
The Community Connections project raised over £300 from various events, and we
received numerous donations from individuals for which we are very grateful. We
also received donations from:
Swindon Office Sports & Social Club £150,
Pewsey tea rooms £240
Devizes Lions £300
Chippenham Half Marathon £300
We also started a project with the groups making silk painted spinnaker banners
for our promotional events and the first one looks spectacular.
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We are particularly grateful to the many group members who contributed funds to
Arts Together through their own efforts. One member asked for donations to Arts
Together instead of presents for her 90th birthday. Another held a sale, and
another donated her Bingo winnings. Many slipped us envelopes with extra
donations. Arts Together truly is theirs and we are extremely grateful for all their
efforts.

Our Development Plan
‘Small charities across the UK are creaking at the seams but are also meeting the
needs of those in our society who are the most vulnerable.’ FSI
The FSI (Foundation for Social Improvement) survey of the small charity sector
across the UK in 2016 found that demand for services had increased by 8% in the
South West – the largest increase of all regions. Small charities also stated that the
greatest challenge they faced was workload, followed by funding and demand for
services.
Arts Together echoes this and our ever increasing workload is not sustainable in
the long term. We must look at how we recruit and contract replacements in the
future as present staff have already booked their places at an Arts Together group.
For as long as we can remember a large part of what we do has been unpaid.
Although no one works in the small charity sector just for the money, and Arts
Together is a joyful place to work, the remuneration we offer must reflect the
demanding roles, responsibility and unsocial hours. We need to be a stable and
sustainable organisation but one that keeps its family ethos and is thoroughly
grounded in the members themselves. To this end, following our trial projects, we
are now in a position to review our funding strategy and our structure in 2017.
We have a development plan which is regularly reviewed and updated. This year we
managed to implement or finalise three trial projects: updated website and
promotional materials, Community Connections, and a dedicated Wellbeing
Coordinator.
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Films and Website
Our website was out of date, difficult to update and inaccessible to mobile devices.
We also recognised that the members themselves were the best advert for Arts
Together and thus a film that they could take part in would best illustrate what we
do.
In 2015 we received Lottery funding from Awards 4 All to create a new website and
make a film of what we do. On 18th May 2016 we held a Launch at the Corsham
Community Campus to demonstrate the new website, new display materials and
show the two films on our new equipment. (The filmmakers, ‘The Other Richard’,
had loved the groups so much that they had made 2 films for us – a BOGOF) The
launch was helped by reduced cost food from Waitrose, and the hard work of many
of our volunteers and artists.
The inspirational films involved 13 group members, 2 artists and 2 staff and can
be viewed on our revamped website.
The launch was attended by 53 supporters and partners and included interviews by
BBC Wiltshire Sound. We received donations of £2,600 which directly resulted from
the impact of the films.
Some quotes from people who came to the launch and viewed our films:
‘Moving and inspiring’
‘So pleased that you're going from strength to strength - so lovely to see’
‘Inspiring!’
‘Thank you for inviting me – it shows what a fantastic service you provide!’
‘What a brilliant idea. Do keep going’
We also held an exhibition in the main corridor throughout May. The comments
book was taken, but the exhibition did bring us new group members and
volunteers so we assume that overall the response was positive.
The website itself continues to receive much praise and is used and enjoyed by
agency workers, the members themselves, their relatives and the general public.
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Community Connections
We know that we need more support from the local communities we serve.
Applying for grants is increasingly competitive and is very time consuming.
Increasing support from local communities is also time consuming but is longer
lasting and brings added benefits of local relationships and contacts with isolated
and hard to reach older people. We know from local events we organise that Arts
Together is not well known among the general public and we plan to improve this
through more local events and better use of social media.
Community Connections aimed to raise awareness of what we do and engage with
more people who could benefit from our services, who could support us, or who
wished to get involved with our work. We have long done this on a small scale but
did not have the capacity to increase though we fully recognised the need.
In 2015 we received funding from the Lloyds Foundation for a trial ‘Community
Connections’ project in 3 areas. We recruited and contracted Liz Lavender as
Relationship Manager in early 2016 and the main work took place during 2016/17.
From the results of this we hope to roll out the programme over 5 years and make
community engagement part of our core business.
The project aimed to develop connections with local communities in order to:





be more effective at reaching frail, isolated older people.
diversify our sources of funding and reduce our dependence on grant aid
increase contributions in kind.
extend and maintain relationships with local care and support agencies to
• increase routine referrals of clients to Arts Together groups
• assist members to access the health and welfare services they need
• enable us to access specialist training and support for frontline volunteers
and artists

Results of the Community Connections trial project included:





St John’s School students in Marlborough made lavender bags to sell at the
school
Volunteers attended the floating market on the Kennet and Avon Canal and sold
mistletoe to raise funds and interest.
Events attended in Pewsey and Swindon to network with other local
organisations
Stalls and promotion at
o West Lavington Summer Fair
o Lions Club May Fair
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o Devizes street festival
o Dauntsey’s school Christmas fair

We learnt a lot from this one year project and have incorporated this into new work
and a structural review which will be implemented in 2017
Wellbeing Coordinator
This role has evolved and grown over a number of years and has been carried out
until now by our Manager in response to increasing need. The workload was
threatening to become overwhelming. Our Wellbeing Support work has increased,
not only because group members increased from 36 to 72 but also because of the
ever changing statutory and charity support environment. Agencies, and their staff,
move, change or cease to exist and keeping track is now a considerable part of our
work. It is essential that we maintain our high standard of support to make sure
that our members are safe and well.
Zurich Community Trust funded a one year trial project covering 3 groups in 2016
and we recruited Belinda Chandler as Wellbeing Coordinator in July. This project
will end in July 2017 and we have already learnt a lot which has also fed into our
structural review for 2017.
Recruiting a specialist Wellbeing Officer freed the Manager to concentrate on day
to day management, development and funding issues.

Money
Restricted
grants
Income 2016/17
Income; special projects
Total
bf from 2015
Total income

Income 2015/16
Unrestricted
Donations/ local
grants
fundraising

66,250
4,975
71,225
27,807

Total
£

14,190
1,242
0
0

15,432
0

86,657
27,807
114,464
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We received grants from:
For special projects
Charlotte Bonham Carter trust
Comic Relief

1,000 Zurich Community Trust
15,000

Friends of Savernake Hospital

5,500

Friends of Bradford on Avon Hospital

4,000

Garfield Weston
Wiltshire Community Foundation
Rest Harrow Trust

10,000
5,000
100

Souter Charitable Trust

2,500

Childwick Trust

7,000

Masonic Charitable Foundation

2,000

Charles Hayward Charitable Trust

3,000

Florence Cohen Charitable Trust

3,000

Police Mutual

250

Jules Thorn Trust/Ann Rylands

750

Truemark Trust

4,975

3,000

And this is how we spent it:
Expenditure 2016/17

£

Item

Totals

Group session/project costs
Artists’ fees, Materials, Travel, Admin, Management, Marketing

34,701

Welfare and support
Residual group lunch costs, transport, Member recruitment and
support, Training

13,511

Organisation costs
Management and organisation development, Trustee training and
support, Admin, fees and insurances

6,791

Total costs

55,003

Other projects
Films and website
Community Connections
Wellbeing Coordinator

2,803
10,682
3,536

Total special project costs

17,021

Total expenditure

72,024
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Contributions In kind
We raised half of our real costs through contributions in kind. If we calculate these
contributions in financial terms and add to our actual cash expenditure, our true
costs would total £143,824. The in kind contributions made up around 50% of our
total real costs.
Without this support we would not be able to operate and we are very grateful to
all those individuals and businesses who give time, goods and services.
Our volunteers, artists, staff and supporters gave more time and goods than we
could keep track of and some kind gestures have gone un-recorded but are no less
appreciated.
Contributions in kind 2016 /17
Time
21 Group Volunteers' time x 30 days ea @ £50/day

31,500

10 peripatetic volunteers’ time x 3 days ea @ £50/day

1,500

26 fundraising/promotion volunteers x 2 days ea @ £50/day

2,600

4 trustees x 10 days ea £100/day

4,000

2 volunteers’ time advice/funding x 10 days ea £100/day

2,000

Goods and services
6 group venues estimate £40/session

7,200

Meeting venues 4 x £200

800

Volunteer training, free and subsidised

2,200

Information and advice for training and support

1,000

5 Care staff x 30 sessions ea @ £45/session & 2 subsidised care staff

8,100

Donated food

3,150

Donated promotional materials/equipment

1,000

Design of promotional material/printing

2,400

Fundraising items, services and storage

3,100

Consultancy services and advice

1,000

In kind direct – reduced cost goods

250
Total contributions in kind

71,800

In particular we would like to thank:
The Marlborough group temporarily moved down the road to York Place sheltered
housing for a month when their normal venue, Lawrence Acre, underwent
refurbishment. We are so grateful to the residents for allowing us to use their
facilities until we could go home again.
We are also grateful to;
Selwood Housing, Green Square, Aster Living, Guinness Hermitage, Care Watch,
Mears Group, Wiltshire Farm Foods, the Pewsey Butchers and resident gardeners,
Age UK, Alzheimer’s Support, the Stroke Association, Bath College and ArtSpark for
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their donated goods and services. We also thank the filmmakers, the two Richards,
for their extra time and attention, and the PHAB bus, Melksham Community
Transport and the Link Schemes for their excellent service.

Arts Together People
Trustees
Juliet Keel (Volunteer
representative)
Julia Warin (Artist
representative)
Trevor Bale (Member
representative)
Yvonne Maunder (Chair)

Group Volunteers
Andria Walton
Ruth Hepworth
Carol Harris
Julia McNeill
Carol Rensch
Juliet Keel
Angela Edwards
Rachel Heard
Jane Greenwood
Chris Parsons-Hann
Gina Edwards
Angela Robinson
Clifton ‘Knati’ Powell
Pamela Brigden
Gerda Macdonald
Fiona Redmond
Jo Wright
Wendy O’Grady
Kevin Bull
Alison Yare
Tim Jerrett

Staff
Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Manager)
Jeff Pigott (Communications & Bookkeeping)
Kerry Yates (Admin Assistant until Aug 2016)
Sharon Tuttle (Admin Assistant from Nov 2016)
Liz Lavender (Relationship Manager)
Belinda Chandler (Wellbeing Coordinator)
Volunteer adviser/ fundraisers
Margaret Cleverley
Rachel Heard
Tim Jerrett
Maggie Dettmar
Occasional helpers
Artists
The Pigotts
Belinda Chandler
Bath College lecturers
Jeff Pigott
Friends of Liz Lavender
Jane Johnson
The Chandlers
Joanna Dewfall
Sarah Weeks
Sarah Weeks
The Fudge-Maliks
Leonie Watson
Jane Johnson
Hannah Carding
Karin Kennedy
Karin Kennedy
St Johns Students
Anna Lane
Rachel Heard
Annie Mulholland
Leonie Watson
Karen Pigott
Sue Grier
Thalia Race
Friends of Neil Towers
Janet Mclean
Maggie Dettmar
Tim Jerrett
Donna Jerrett
Margaret Cleverley
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David Cant
Kevin Barham
Sue Grier
Thalia Race
Virginia Neal
Shirley Kayne
Kate McDougal

We are very grateful to these volunteers who had to
leave us due to new jobs or commitments. Their
contributions are much appreciated and they are greatly
missed. Should circumstances change they will be
warmly welcomed back to the fold.

What else our Arts Together people got up to:
Jane Scott (Johnson) exhibited at the British Craft Trade
Fair London in September
She also organised and ran various workshops: life
drawing, painting with clay and surface decoration, clay
laminating, jug making, and plate making She also
provided throwing on the wheel tuition, private art
tuition and runs ongoing regular pottery classes.

.

Leonie Watson is not only an artist but a qualified Art
Therapist, Reiki practitioner and Masseur and provided
these sessions throughout the year. She was also
commissioned to create two pieces for a straw bale
roundhouse.
Belinda Chandler completed the Tough Mudder and
rafted the Zambezi. And survived.
Julia Warin (Artist trustee) and Jane Johnson and Leonie
Watson (Artists) did the decor for Glastonbury Theatre
and Circus again.
Julia also exhibited ‘Asylums of the Lambs’ at 44AD
Gallery for Fringe Art Bath, and ‘My Toy Refugees’
toured Washington. She also began Ceramic Space
Bradford on Avon, an open access clay studio.

Annie Mulholland won an award with the worshipful company of glaziers. She was
selected to carry out restoration and conservation works on the stained glass
windows of ‘Beacon on the hill’ St Anne's church Bowden Hill, Lacock. She was also
asked to carry out restoration works on the historic Flemish windows at the Holy
Trinity church in Bradford on Avon and restored one large window on the main
staircase at Trowbridge town hall.

Other links
As an organisation we strive to maintain our professional standing. We work
closely with Wiltshire Council’s DACS, NHS Mental Health Teams, Age UK,
Alzheimer’s Support, the Green Lane Memory Clinic, Parkinson’s UK and NHS Care
Coordinators
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We are a member of Arts and Health South West, the Wiltshire Arts Network,
Wiltshire’s VCSE Health and Social Care Forum, the National Age Action Alliance
and the Foundation for Social Improvement
Arts Together is linked to the University of Sheffield via their NDA website
www.newdynamics.group.shef.ac.uk and is registered with the University of
Salford’s National Arts and Public Health Library.

Contact details
Registered Address: PO Box 4241, Edington, BA13 4WG
Email: info@artstogether.co.uk
Website: www.artstogether.co.uk
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArtsTogether
Twitter: https://twitter.com/arts_together
Charity no 1109432
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www.artstogether.co.uk
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